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Controlled directional ion emission from several fragmentation channels of CO driven
by a few-cycle laser field
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We explore the dissociative ionization of CO with carrier-envelope-phase (CEP) tagged few-cycle laser pulses.
We observe the CEP dependence of the directional emission of Cp+ and Oq+ fragments from transient CO(p+q)+

ions, where p + q � 3 and q � 1. At I0 = 3.5× 1014 W/cm2, a 180◦ phase difference between the C+ and O+

fragments from the (p = 1, q = 0) and (p = 0, q = 1) channels reflects the orientation dependence of the CO
ionization. At I0 = 1.2× 1015 W/cm2, we find a ∼35◦ phase shift between the C2+ fragments from the (p = 2,
q = 0) and (p = 2, q = 1) channels, in contrast to the 180◦ shift previously observed between the C2+ fragment
channels at I0 = 6× 1014 W/cm2 [Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 073004 (2011)].
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical control of molecular processes has been a topic
of intense research for the past two decades. Historically, the
laser pulse duration, frequency, phase, and polarization have
been the common control knobs [1], but if the pulse duration
is sufficiently short to approach the few-cycle regime, the
laser waveform itself becomes important. Consider the electric
field of a laser pulse E(t) = E0(t) cos(ωt + φ), where E0(t)
is the time-dependent envelope, ω is the central frequency,
and φ is the carrier-envelope phase (CEP). The CEP can
be used to control the electric field waveform and has
been successfully applied to, for example, control charge
localization in the dissociative ionization of molecules [2–7].
The CEP adds a new dimension to existing control parameters
and offers the potential to control chemical reactions by
steering electronic motion inside the molecules, enabling
charge-directed reactivity [8]. To date, most experimental
CEP-controlled molecular dissociation studies, both on the
relatively simple hydrogen molecule isotopologues [2–6]
and the multielectron CO molecule [7], have focused on
dissociative ionization channels where one of the fragments is
neutral (e.g., CO+ → C+ + O).However, as the laser intensity
is increased, multiple ionization can occur, producing, in the
case of diatomic molecules, two (highly) charged fragments.
The exact pathways leading to a specific dissociation channel
are often difficult to identify, although models such as Floquet
theory have had some success [9–11].
Only very recently, a first study has been reported on the

CEP control of the fragmentation of CO from several charge
states [12]. Using 4.2 fs, 740 nm CEP-stabilized pulses at
an intensity of 6× 1014 W/cm2 and a reaction microscope
(REMI), Liu et al. observed that the emission directions
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of C2+ ions from the dissociative ionization and Coulomb
explosion channels were 180◦ out of phase. This opposite
phase dependence was qualitatively described as being the
result of competition between recollision excitation (leading
to the dissociative ionization channel, CO2+ → C2+ + O)
and recollision ionization (leading to the Coulomb-explosion
channel CO3+ → C2+ + O+) when a tunnel-ionized electron
returns to the ion core. In the present study, we have further
investigated the CEP control of the fragmentation of CO
at different laser intensities, which may involve different
mechanisms for fragmentation into the same channels. High
sensitivity in the detection of CEP effects for various breakup
channels is achieved by tagging the CEP for each and every
laser shot in combination with single-shot detection of ions
from the fragmentation of CO. In particular, we observe
the CEP dependence of the breakup channels originating
from COQ+ with 1 � Q � 3, enabling us to measure relative
phase shifts in the CEP control between multiple channels.
Throughout this work, the notation (p, q) is used to represent
the CO(Q=p+q)+ → Cp+ + Oq+ channel.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup, which consists of a few-cycle
laser source, a reaction microscope [13], and a single-shot
phase meter [14], has been previously described in detail
[15,16]. Briefly, linearly polarized sub-5-fs laser pulses with
central wavelength λ0 = 750 nm and an energy of 400 μJ are
generated at a repetition rate of 3 kHz. Approximately 30 μJ
of the pulse energy is focused into the phase meter, and the
rest is attenuated with an iris and focused into a cold CO gas
jet target inside the REMI spectrometer. The laser polarization
is parallel to the spectrometer axis. The pulse durations for the
phase meter and the REMI are minimized by pairs of fused
silica wedges. In the phasemeter, electrons are generated in the
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ionization of xenon atoms and directed towards two opposed
(left and right) time-of-flight detectors aligned along the laser
polarization direction. Fromcomparison of the electron spectra
on the left and right detectors, the relative CEP of each
individual laser pulse is determined [14].
Inside the REMI, ions created by the laser pulse are

extracted towards a position- and time-sensitive delay line
microchannel plate detector. From the time and position
information, the ion’s momentum at the moment of dis-
sociation is reconstructed. If the break-up channel creates
two charged species, momentum conservation can be used
to isolate two ions resulting from the fragmentation of a
single molecule (coincidence filtering). Because the CEP and
molecular dissociation data is recorded simultaneously, the
results of eachmolecular dissociation event can be tagged with
the laser pulse’s CEP [15], allowing observation of effects of
the pulse waveform on the fragmentation process. The primary
advantage of using this phase-tagging method, the quality of
which is discussed in detail in Refs. [15,17,18], as opposed
to the more common CEP-locking method is the significant
increase in data acquisition time that is afforded by the
free-running laser. For example, the data presented in this work
was collected over a period of up to 12 hours in order to ensure
adequate statistics. It would be difficult to achieve comparable
long-term stability from current CEP-locking technology.
The laser peak intensity, I0 = E2

0/(4πα) = 2I , where α

is the fine structure constant and I is the cycle-averaged
laser intensity, is estimated from auxiliary measurements
performed immediately after the CO experiments, namely,
the 2Up cutoff in the recoil energy spectrum of Ar2+ ions
from the above-threshold ionization of argon [19,20]. Here,
Up is the ponderomotive energy obtained by an electron in
the laser field and Up = E0

2/(4ω2) (atomic units are used
throughout the paper unless otherwise specified). Comparison
of the experimentally observed CEP dependence of the
Ar+ and Ar2+ ion momenta with semiclassical calculations
(see Ref. [21] for details) verifies the peak intensity and allows
us to estimate the pulse duration as 4.7 (±0.3) fs.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the kinetic energy release (KER = EC +
EO , where EC and EO are the energies of the carbon and
oxygen fragments) spectra for the observed fragmentation
channels of CO at two laser intensities. TheC2+ ionwas visible
only at the higher intensity, I0 = 1.2 (±0.1)× 1015 W/cm2,
while the C+ and O+ ions were observed at both intensities. In
Fig. 1, we show the C+ and O+ KER spectra recorded at I0 =
3.5 (±0.6)× 1014 W/cm2 because this data is cleaner than
that obtained at the higher intensity. The solid lines represent
the data which has not been coincidence filtered, for which
the KER is determined by assuming momentum conservation
between the detected and the nondetected fragment. Filtering
the data for the coincident detection of both ions (dashed
lines) allows us to unambiguously identify the channels which
involve two charged species. Approximately 0.1% of the O+
fragments from the (1, 1) channel pass our (2, 1) coincidence
filter due to the similar energy of the (1, 1) and (2, 0) channels,
as can be seen by the small contribution below10 eV in the blue
dashed curve in Fig. 1(a). Three (1, 1) KER peaks are easily
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Measured kinetic energy release spectra
for various fragmentation channels of CO. Noncoincident data are
shown as solid lines, and data employing coincidence filtering for
the (1, 1) and (2, 1) channels are shown as dashed lines. All curves
have been normalized to the largest peak. Channel assignments are
annotated above the curves. TheC2+ datawere obtained at I0 = 1.2×
1015 W/cm2, and the C+ and O+ data at I0 = 3.5× 1014 W/cm2. The
high-energy tail in the noncoincident O+ yield (solid green line) is
due to contamination from the C+ ions caused by overlap of the
two species in time of flight. Table I lists the KER for all observed
channels.

observable in the coincidence data. Previously, these were
attributed to dissociation channels originating from different
excited states of the CO2+ cation [22–25]; however, ongoing
analysis suggests that they may also be due to above-threshold
dissociation [26,27]. The observation ofmultiple (1, 0) peaks is
consistent with previous work employing few-cycle pulses [7],
where the spectral features could be reproduced by theoretical
calculations incorporating laser-induced coupling between the
(1, 0) and (0, 1) channels [7,28]. Two (0, 1) channels, which
are energetically less favorable than the (1, 0) channels, are
also observed for both laser intensities. The C+ fragments are
more abundant than the O+ fragments by a factor of 7 (4) for
the low (high) laser intensity.
The dependence of the directional emission of C2+ frag-

ments upon the CEP is illustrated in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a)
shows the momentum spectra [ptot = (p2x + p2y + p2z )

1/2] for
all detected C2+ ions and the coincidence-filtered ions for the
(2, 1) channel. For these momenta, Fig. 2(b) displays a density
plot of the CEP-dependent asymmetry in the noncoincidence
ion emission,

A(ptot,φ) = Yf(ptot,φ)− Yb(ptot,φ)

Yf(ptot,φ)+ Yb(ptot,φ)
, (1)

where Yf(ptot,φ) [Yb(ptot,φ)] is the ion yield within a specific
phase and momentum bin for negative [positive] pz. Com-
parison with the total momentum spectra in Fig. 2(a) indicates
strong CEP-dependent modulations in the directional emission
of C2+ fragments from the (2, 0) and (2, 1) dissociation
channels. Moreover, the CEP-dependent asymmetries are
roughly in phase with the asymmetry of the CO+ ion detected
in the same experiment [see Fig. 2(c)]. Analogous asymmetry
maps for theC+ andO+ fragments for I0 = 3.5× 1014 W/cm2

are shown in Fig. 3. All of the (1,0) and (0,1) channels
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Asymmetry of the C2+ ion emission at
I0 = 1.2× 1015 W/cm2. (a) Total momentum spectra, in atomic units
(a.u.), of all C2+ ions (solid curve) and of C2+ ions coincidence
filtered for the (2, 1) channel (dashed curve). (b) Momentum-
and CEP-resolved asymmetry of the C2+ ion emission, as defined
by Eq. (1). (c) Asymmetry of the CO+ ion with statistical error
bars calculated by assuming the error in the number of counts in
the forwards (backwards) direction within each phase bin is

√
Yf

(
√

Yb) and then propagating this uncertainty through Eq. (1). (d)
Asymmetry of the (2, 0) (red “up” triangles) and (2, 1) (green “down”
triangles) channels, integrated over the ranges ptot = 70 to 90 a.u. and
ptot = 110 to 130 a.u., respectively.

exhibit a phase dependent asymmetry. The low-energy C+
ions are in phase with the asymmetry in the CO+ ion, while
the low-energy O+ ions are out of phase with the CO+.
A closer look at the asymmetry maps in Figs. 2 and 3

reveals a slight momentum dependence in the phase offset of
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Asymmetry maps, similar to Figs. 2(a)–
2(c), for the C+ [(a), (b)] and O+ [(c), (d)] ions at I0 = 3.5×
1014 W/cm2. In panels (a) and (c), the total momentum spectra,
in atomic units (a.u.), of all detected ions are represented as solid
curves and the coincidence-filtered momentum spectra for the ions
from the (1, 1) channel are represented as dashed curves. Panel (e)
shows the asymmetry in the CO+ ion.

TABLE I. Asymmetry parameters for the (p, q) fragmentation
channels of CO at two laser intensities. For the channels where both
ions were detected, the phase shifts of both ions are reported. The
last row includes phase data for the Ar2+ ions, which was taken as
a reference immediately before or after the CO experiments in order
to minimize drift in the laser conditions and the phase recovered
from the phase meter. The difference in the Ar2+ asymmetry at low
and high intensity may reflect the evolution of the predominant Ar2+

production path from nonsequential-to-sequential ionization or, less
likely, a change in the mechanism responsible for the asymmetry in
the CO+ reference. KERs (or the Ar2+ energy) are in eV; phase shifts
relative to the CO+ ion asymmetry, �φ, are in degrees; A is the
amplitude of the asymmetry parameter.�φ and A are determined by
fits to the raw asymmetry data (see text for details). The uncertainty
in the relative phase determination is±(1◦ to 10◦) for most channels,
except for the high-intensity C+ 4.0 eV (1, 0) and (1, 1) channels
(±20◦), the high intensity CO+ species (±32◦), and the Ar2+ species
(±15◦).

3.5× 1014 W/cm2 1.2× 1015 W/cm2

Channel Ion KER �φ A KER �φ A

(1, 0) C+ 1.0 0 0.04
(1, 0) C+ 1.8 −2 0.03 1.5 44 0.009
(1, 0) C+ 3.4 −21 0.05 4.0 3 0.01
(1, 0) C+ 5.2 −24 0.06
(0, 1) O+ 1.8 186 0.06
(0, 1) O+ 4.2 165 0.11
(1, 1) C+ 6.5 −33 0.03 6.2 to 9.3 −26 0.004

O+ 6.5 139 0.03
(1, 1) C+ 8.1 −45 0.04

O+ 8.1 135 0.04
(1, 1) C+ 9.8 −42 0.04

O+ 9.8 144 0.05
(2, 0) C2+ 3.9 21 0.04
(2, 0) C2+ 8.1 42 0.06
(2, 0) C2+ 11.9 26 0.05
(2, 1) C2+ 17.4 −6 0.1

Ar2+ 0.001 132 0.35 0.001 −63 0.09

the observed asymmetry oscillation. In order to quantify the
relative phase shifts between channels, we calculate a one-
dimensional (1D) asymmetry curve by integrating Yf and Yb
over a narrowmomentum region. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(d),
where we have integrated over momentum ranges of ptot = 70
to 90 a.u. and ptot = 110 to 130 a.u. for the (2, 0) and (2, 1)
channels, respectively. This procedure is followed for all of the
observed fragmentation channels, and the 1D asymmetry data
is then fitted by a cosine function. The phase shifts, relative
to the asymmetry in the CO+ ion (not the absolute CEP), and
the amplitude of the asymmetry obtained from the fits are
tabulated in Table I.
Close to the appearance intensity, the asymmetry ampli-

tudes can be substantial. For instance, the (0, 1) channel at
3.5× 1014 W/cm2 and the (2, 1) channel at 1.2× 1015 W/cm2

have asymmetry amplitudes of ±0.1. However, in general,
increasing the laser intensity decreases the amplitude of the
asymmetry in a given channel. The amplitude of the observed
asymmetry in the (1, 0) channels is somewhat smaller than
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that reported previously [7], which may be due to the higher
intensity used in the current work.
Throughout our analysis, we use the asymmetry in the CO+

ions, collected simultaneously with the fragmentation data,
as a phase reference. For the low-intensity measurements,
this provides a clean reference [see Fig. 3(e)]. However, at
high intensities, the CO+ asymmetry is reduced, introducing
a larger error in the determination of the reference phase
[see Fig. 2(c)]. Regardless, we observe that low-energy C+
fragments from the dissociative ionization channels are in
phase with the asymmetry in the CO+ ion and out of phase
with theO+ fragments from the (0, 1) channel. For all observed
channels, the Cp+ fragments are emitted in the same direction,
with only small phase shifts between channels.

IV. DISCUSSION

The relative phase shifts between fragmentation channels
reflect the strong-field dynamics responsible for the different
dissociation pathways. For instance, the 180◦ phase shift
between the C+ and O+ fragments from the (1, 0) and (0, 1)
channels suggests that both channels are formed from the same
initial ionization step and laser-induced coupling between the
CO+ states does not significantly alter the initial asymmetry.
This is in contrast to previous experiments performed at
significantly lower intensity, 8× 1013 W/cm2 [7], where both
recollisional excitation and coupling between various states
influence the final asymmetry of the (1, 0) and (0, 1) channels.
Interestingly, Liu et al. reported a 180◦ phase shift between

the C2+ fragments from the (2, 0) and (2, 1) channels emitted
into a 50◦ cone around the laser polarization when they
exposed CO to 4 fs pluses at I0 = 6× 1014 W/cm2 [12]. They
attributed this phase shift to a general, molecule-nonspecific
phenomenon involving competition between recollision exci-
tation and recollision ionization pathways. In contrast, at twice
their laser intensity, we measure asymmetries of comparable
amplitude but with only a very small phase shift between
the (2, 0) and (2, 1) channels. Thus, the mechanism they
propose is not primarily responsible for the asymmetries we
observe. Rather, the similarity in the asymmetry curves for all
the Cp+ fragments and the CO+ ions might suggest that the
directionality derives from the orientation dependence of the
initial ionization step.

In preliminary measurements on NO, we have observed a
60◦ relative phase shift between the (2, 0) and (2, 1) channels,
larger than the phase difference between the analogous CO
channels reported here, but smaller than the 180◦ shift
previously observed in CO [12]. The differences in the phase
shifts observed for CO and NO suggest that neither the
competition between recollision excitation and recollision
ionization (resulting in a 180◦ shift) nor the anisotropy of
the initial ionization step (resulting in no shift) are generally
responsible for the fragmentation asymmetries of higher
charge states. Instead, multielectron dissociative ionization
appears to proceed through more complex, intensity- and
molecule-dependent processes. Clearly, further experimental
and theoretical studies are needed to better understand the
source of the channel asymmetries in NO and CO and to
determine if any general predictions can be made regarding
analogous processes in other molecules.

V. SUMMARY

We have measured the CEP dependence of the directional
ion emission from several fragmentation channels in CO. We
find larger asymmetries when the laser intensity is nearer to the
appearance intensity for a given channel.We observe relatively
small phase shifts in the directional asymmetry between
channels, but we do not observe the 180◦ phase shift between
the (2, 0) and (2, 1) channels previously reported [12]. This
suggests a strong laser intensity dependence of the dissociation
mechanisms responsible for the (2, 0) and (2, 1) channels.
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